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He said he had only been to Tunnel Creek once, at about 2 a.m. on a rainy, windy night two winters
ago. Hes since watched one of his best friends die in an avalanche at Tunnel Creek, and now hes

questioned himself to keep going back. "This is not the usual Tunnel Creek," said Sarah Scott, a ski
patrollers supervisor at Castle Mountain, just south of Stevens Pass. Over the years, she says, she

has become very familiar with the hills and slopes of Tunnel Creek, where she and other ski
patrollers work from 4:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. It is not unusual to see an avalanche at Tunnel Creek at the

end of the day when there is virtually no one on the hill, but it is unusual to see a whole snowcat
sheath up at one of the clear-cut sites during the winter. Even at the peak of the season, the ski
patrollers work on Tunnel Creek just a handful of days, usually Wednesdays and Saturdays. On

Tuesday night, though, Scott and her crew were at Tunnel Creek with storm-surge winds gusting well
above 40 mph. They watched as the snowcat snagged a rope and wound its way through the rubble

at the side of the hill. Then, one patroller ran down the hillside and held the rope while the other
grabbed a hand-pulley bar to move the snowcat while the rope was adjusted. Finally, the rope
released and the snowcat reversed, pushing back up against the steep hillside. Tunnel Creek is
regularly assessed for avalanche risk. The ski patrol, which has about 40 employees, sends a

helicopter to the area four times a year to measure the snowpack, the lay of the land, and how much
snow there is above the tree line at Tunnel Creek, said Randy Orton, who for the past six years has

worked as ski patrol director at Ski Beech. The helicopter drops a sensor, known as an "emission
device," which can trigger an avalanche of data in a computer. Meanwhile, crews walk the steep
hillsides and scout for potential victims. Skiers and snowboarders are trained to look for snowcat

tracks or shovel marks in the snow. On each trip, the helicopter crew watches for sign of avalanches,
but only to the extent that every life, person, animal and tree are precious, Orton said.
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Soar above Mountain Creek with a guided Zip Tour! Boasting unrivaled panoramic views of the tri-
state area, you will experience smile-inducing speeds as you travel along a series of ziplines ranging

from 200ft to 1,500ft in length suspended high above a mountain-top lake. Unplug this Fall and
come live life outdoors with us. Features: basic display in the taskbar. support for configuring the

wallpaper image either through a simple list with drag and drop functionality or as a picture made of
tiles support for WMP background music player; the lyrics can be picked from the music player and

instantly set as the wallpaper configurable sleep mode when no taskbars are running on any screen.
The last visible desktop is changed by MultiBackground automatically. This allows the user to keep

ec5d62056f saryfior Castillo kept his attention up the hill. Less than 30 seconds after Brenan
stopped, he saw Tim Wangen cut through the trees above the earlier arrivals, gliding horizontally
through the forest. Wangen had been taught how to navigate Tunnel Creek by his father. He knew

that the farther down the mountain he went, the harder it would be to cut over the ridge and into the
next big meadow. He crossed the shallow gully and rose up the other side. The perceived threat that

caused the all-out evacuation was the feeling that a small avalanche had triggered and carried
climbers downhill. Shortly after the evacuation began, a warning flashed across the screen of the

radio at the volunteer station at Tunnel Creek. I train with Tunnel Creek when Im in Sun Valley. I was
just recently at a contest there and I was hitting the same slopes and everyone was competing with
me. And I just feel like Im always in this glorious place that I want to share with you. But I just want

to take you on the trips. Where are you going to be? Most people cant imagine that part of it.
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